
The Shifi towrds Red of the Calcium., Aluminium, and fro% Lines 
i;c t7Ee R&T Xp&rzdm. By J. Evershed, F.R.S. 

Measures of the shift towards red of the calcium lines H and K in 
the prominenczs give a value greatly in excess of the relativity shift, 
The mean tiliift resulting from my measures of about 380 prominence 
gpectra at various points on the limb of the Sun is + o.015 A,, or 0-007 
in excess of the Einstein shift. It is of interest to compare this resuIt 
with the shifts of the same lines in the higher chromosphers, and of 

'other lines representing different levels in the reversing layer. 
During the yeara ~gzg-30 a considerable number of limb spectra have 

beer secured sf Ewhwt, as well as spectra of the centre of the Sun's disc. 
I have confhed attention entirely to the region of the R and K lines, 
and all the spectra obtained include about loo angstroms in this region. 
They are on a scale of approximately A r. to the angstrom at the 
end tovards red, increasing to 1.1 mm. at the more refrasgible end, 
and the scale between these limits is taken as a elinear fmctioa: of 
the wave-length. z 

The instrument used is the large auto-cohting prism epectm- 
heliograph used alternatively as a spectrograph.. The collimator- 
camera has a focai length of about 15 feet, and there are three large 
prism cf 6-inch effective aperture, two of 45" angle, and one reflecting 
prism of 30'. f i r  this speeial work, where exposure times are sot, tw 
with prominence spectra, an important copsideration, it ia found 
adventageous to substitute a 4-inch achromtio fens for the 6-inoh 
sinlple lens used for the spectrohsliograph end for pruminmoeg. Tha 
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smaller lens s e ~ d s  the beam of light through the apical portion of t h e  
large prisms, in this way avoiding the great thickr~ess of glass of tthe 
basal part, where absorption of ultra-violet light is seriorzs. The plate- 
holder with this lens is fixed very nearly normal t o  the axis of the lens, 
rhich is an ad~avtagp compnred with the simple lens requiring an 
inclination of 13" and very careful adjustment of the spectrum on the 
plate t o  ensure perfect focus. The definition of the arc and solar lines 
is perfect, and of course there is no trouble from ghosts, as vith grating 
spectra. 

The spectra of calcium, alumininm, and iron are obtained from an 
arc of the Pfund type burning in air. The pole-pieces are of mild steel, 
the lower one of sufficient thickness to prevent its getting too hot and 
burning away. The upper end is hollowed out, and in t h k  is placed a 
small piece of carbon of a brand which happens to give very narrov, 
well-defined oalcjum and aluminium lines. The arc is run at 5 amperes 
and roo volts. The arc spectra are impressed on both sides of the 
narrow strips 'of solar spectra, and for the chromosphere the east and 
we& limbs are photographed iide by side on f i e  same plate, with the 
cornparisoh spectrum outside, the 'total width being well within the 
field of view of the measuring micrometer, 3Exposnres are made 
alternately on Snn and arc and 8qn again. The stability of the 
apparaku~ and the unvarying tenrperatnre of the yrisw -anitslens, 
vhich are enclosed in a small recess xo feet below ,ground', is .ample 
guarantee agtaiust instrumental ahi4. 

The measured shift8 are of come freed from the afEectEl due to  
the Earth's rotation and orbital motion in tha direction of the Sun, 
and for the limb shifts t he  Sun's rotation is also eliminate6 by taking 
half the difference of shift west8-east. As is wdl known, the shifts of 
the solar lines vary according to the positi'irn on ths SII:;',, disc whence 
the ligh* is derived, and for most llnea the shift; is' greater a t  the limb 
than at  the cent-re 6f the disc. Ia Rodcbikcs~ml Observatory BuiEetin, No. 
49, I 916, it was shown that this re1aCive shift between centre snd Emb 
is large for certain lines of mediuni intiensity in the red region, and for 
weak lines in the violet region, but is very small for certain strong lines 
in the violet. The  measures at intermediate points between centre 
and limb showed that the wave-leugtb began to change quite near the 
centre, increasing eloffly at first, then more rapidly as the limb was 
approached. The increase is in fact gar soma linesroughly proportional 
to the versed sine of the ~ a t l t ~ a l  disfanct~, a rehtion that me- to sugges-t; 
a Dappier effec$ dixe to a radisl ouMow of the gases giving the par- 
ticular lines studied. 

Other liqea, however, show4 s considerable departare frora thii 
relatian. b y  r d i ~ ~ l  movement of the gases upwards or downwar& 
wuufd of course have ittsr greatest &w% a% the wntre of tbe dkm, the 
component of motion in #e line of  light vs~&hing at the limb, whew 
the relativity effm2, aught t o  appear nndimM by mp aptemtio 
motion, nnIew t7& wexe dire&& swsy from $ 3 , ~  Eartbr. 

In the fallowing bblesr 3 give the absie~eed rr$ifts aie t i l ~  xl?a, && 
and Fe iinea at  the %an'& osnhand limb- 
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Centre of Sun-Arc in Air, in A/r ooo. 

Intensity. 
Rensed Rowlaud 
minus 1922 Are 

Stnndariis. 
A A. 

The shifts of 9 and K in the laat column are the differen6es h t ~ ~ e e o  my mluoe 
for the lines in the arc a d h e  Revi- of RowJan68 Table. 

I give first in Table L. tb sG&a at the Snn'a centre expressed in 
Alrooo. In the y e m  1912-22 I m~ le a Iarge number of memares by 
the y oaitive-on-negative methud of both grating and prism ~pectra, 
and the mean values obtained, which have not hitherto been published, 
are given in'tke third column, wi$h the number of measures in the fourth 
dnmn.  The recent measma made by the ordinary bisection method, 
with the ntlmk of measnres on which the velaes depend, ar9 given 
iaP the nex-t two ~olnmn~,  and the last calumn gives the &hunt Wilson 
vd  clL*s ; *&eae are obtained from the &ff ere;nm between the Revises 
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Rowland's Table of Solar Waive-lengths and the Secondary and Tertiary 
Iron Arc Standards of 1922, on which the Revision has been founded. 
The general agreement in the three columns of AA indicates the order 
of reliability of these values. 

The Ewhurst values tend t o  be larger than Kodsilranal : this may 
be the result of employing a smaller dispersion, and not measuring by 
the positive-on-negative method, ,.resulting in the actual intervals 
measured being from t h e e  to four times smaller in the Ewburst 
determinations. 

Limb of Bun-Arc in Air, in Aj~aoa. 

Kodaiganal, IgZI-SQZ3. . fu-- ,- 
Ah. NO. 

F 

A& No. 

Table II. @as simibriy mp vstnsa d. the limb j&i& mde at 
&&&b& 8Fbtg 8% %dk&, W&b '&% ~ ~ ~ I Z  Qb EID@~IM&@S I(Pltt f i sh  
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each value -depends. Here again thti agreement in the two sets is 
satisfactory, notwithstanding the differences in the instruments used 
and the methods of measurement. 

It is doubtful, from my experience, if the shifts a t  centre or 
limb vary systematically with the silnspot cycle, but changes do 
frequently occur, owing possibly to local currents in the Sun ; and 
the limb spectra may give values differing widely from the mean 
owing to irreghrities in the rotation shift, which may be unequal 
a t  opposite ends of the Sun's diameter. For these reasons only mean 
values from a considerable number of plates, rejecting none, can give 
trustworthy results. In one recent plate of the centre of the Sun, 
strong lines show a mean defect of sooz A., and the weak lines a mean 
defect of ,006 A. This may be interpreted as an upward current 
affecting mainly the lower levels in the reversing layer. 

The twenty-two iron lines measured in this region are a11 syn- 
metrical lines in the ixrc, and are not appreciably subject to pole-effect. 
One-half of these are skrong lines with a mean iritensity on Rowland's 
scale of 9-5 in the Sun. The remaining elepn lines are much- weaker, 
having a mem intensity of 4'5. For these groups there is an obvious 
relation between the intensity of a line and the amount of the shift at  
the Sun's centre, whilst at  the limb all the Fe lines give nearly the 
same shift. 

The relation between the s h i h  a t  centre and limb may best be 
seen 'by analysing Table I. info the different intensity groups. The 
strongest lines, H and K, or rather their narrow central cores, EF13 and 
K,, give a V C L ~  large shift a t  the centre, which actually decreases to 
the usnal ~a lne  for the other lines at the limb. The next strongest 
lines are those of alnmininm : here there is no appreciable change 
between centre and limb, as I haw found also to be the case with the 
D lines of sodium (I), But the observed shi& is only &If the t r s ~ ~ a l  
value. This is due to the fact that the aluminium lines in the arc in 
air are subject to a large presaure shift, and are also snbject to pole- 
effwt : they occur in the carbon arcs as very sharp lines, apparently 
stable in position. The next in order of intensity are the eleven strong 
iron lines : these s h o ~  a large centre-am shift inoreasing only a small 
&mount a t  the limb. Finally, the weaker iron lines give amall cenke 
shifts which increase to nearly the same values as the shifts of the 
strong lines at the limb. 

These results are reabily appreciated by referring to Tables III., 
EV., and V., where f give the mesn vslues of the s W  of each gmup 
corrected for the mean pressure efI ect of the am in sir. '1Cbe corrections 
are taken from Aiiams and Gale's mcaswes of am s p e c b  for the iron 
lines at 3 atmospheres ( z ) ,  and Humphmps'a me8BurBs at 42 atmcwphertxt 
for the calcium md aluminium Lines (3). The pressure effect for 
r atmosphere is mmmed to be rpth of Adsma's values and iiqznd of 
Humphys's. - Rnmphreps's and Adsms'a meaanres for iron are in 
g d  line by line, dtbmgh Adam's yield ~lightlp larger 
~atues than Rnmphreys's, The mean. difference is, however, onlv 
v0005 A. 
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Xean Shifts of Calcizrm a& AEuna$n.n.irm Lines in d/xooa  

Calcium. 
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Jfcan Shifts of I I Wmk Fe Lines in A / ~ o o o  

M Limb. 
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Sun-vacuum arc f.0081 A. f *ox38 A. 

In the case of aluminium, owing to pole effect and oonsequent 
uncertainty of the pressure correction, there must remkin doubt as 
to the a b s o l ~ ~ e  amount of the shift. The only certain result for this 
element is the absence of. apprecisLble relative shift between centre 
and limb. 

In interpreting the shifts at the centre of the Sun, the question of 
level is of great importance. It is quite certain that the central 
narrow 8bsorption lines, H, and E,, represent the upper chromosphere. 
Nest in ordcr of height me may put the sodium and aluminium lines : 
the evidence given by the lengths of arcs in eclipse speotra ahow5 that 
these elements occupy a high level in the reversing layer, whilst the 
central nuclei of the mong winged lines of iron probably rapreseat a 
slightly lower level. The effective Icvel of absorption of the weak 
iron line8 is certainly lower 'than that of the strong iron lines. This 
is aIso indicated by eclipae spectra, and their motion shifts ia suuspot 
spectra also point to a diflerence of level. 

It may appear difficult to understand why weak and strong lines 
of the same element should represent Merent regions in the Sm, 
when under laboratory~eonditions Lhey ooour together in the same 
small &asses of gas, B u ~  the expl~.natiori is quite simple in the case 
of the two groups I have studitxi, for of the sbong tine, whkh are 
winged, only the central core is measud,  md this certainly represeafe 
s higher level than the line hken as ra whole, whiah may represent the 
saw' effec*ive region d absorption as the wettk narrow lines of the 
same element. The calcium fin@ are an extreme o w e  : here the 
central s b q t i o n  fine K, repregents the 'upper okromosphere, wMsf 
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the band as a whole represents absorption a t  all levels. This ex- 
planation of course does not apply to narrow, sharply defined lines 
of differing intensities, and it would seem that lines of this oharacter 
belonging t o  the same multiplet group must represent the same level, 
and should be equally affected by changes of wave-length. But 
narrow lines of dieerent elements, or of different atomic levels in the 
same element: might show this relation of shift to  intensity due to a 
difference of level in the Sun. The extreme tenuity of the solar gases 
is such that a depth of many hundreds of kilometres is necessary to 
produce absorption, and weak lines will require n much greater depth 
than strong lines, consequently the effective region of absorptiou for 
these would be nearer the photosphere. 

In the present case it is clear that we have four distinct levels 
represented by the fines that I have measured, and the shifts observed 
appear to  be consistent with the relativity effect modified by Doppler 
effects, as advocated by St. John. According to  him the lowest levels, 
represented -by Lines of intensities below 5 ,  yield shifts in the violet 
region which are less than the  relativity effect, this being the result 
of a radial outflow st low levels partly counteraoting relativity. At  
the high& level of about 520 km. above the photosphere this motion 
appears t o  cease, and lines of m a n  intensity 6, representing this level, 
give exactly the Einsteiu shift. A t  levels upwards of ~ o o o  km., re- 
presen6ed by the strong lines that 1 have measured, the motion is 
slightly downward, the shift slightly exceeding the theoretical. 

31y results do not include thc lines of lowest level, but the weak 
ifon lines of mean intensity 4-5 give a value very slightly under the 
t.heoretical if the pressure correction is not seriously wrong: dn tbeae 
lines ere of class &except one of class a,  and the correction is likely 
to be close to the value given in the fable, which is the mean value 
for three of the lines whose pressme shifts are knopc?r. 

The strong lines give an excess aver relativity equivalent to a 
descending niotiou of .35 kmA/sec., whilst for H, and K3 the excess is 
equal to -94 km./seo. descent. On the whale, but excluding the high- 
level calcium, the average shift of all the other lines studied, includfag 
aluminium, is very close t o  the Einstein effect. 

Notwithstanding this general agreement, which occurs s b  in other 
spectral regions, for the centre of the Sun, Messrs. Burns and Mieggegers 
consider that owing to the many factprs involved it is unwise to form 
a, judgmeut a t  present concerniug the cauae of the red shifts, whia h 
they sugged might be due to the majority of the solar tines being 
slightly wlsymmetrioal. (4). This trcr~ld result in the stronger &ST- 
tian lines being more shifted.. than the weaker. But it w a d  be 
necessary to+asaumr) aim that all the i ine~ giving red shift@ were alike 
shaded towabrds red and better defined on the tiolet sido in order that; 
thfinereme of shift with the barease ~ l f  absorption sfioald rttw&ys be 
towards ted. Hy obsemtione, wpeciagy those made with tbe positive- 
on-negative micromatm, seem k-o out this suggestion entk&, for if a 
csrefullp msde positive is sup-& on a negative of the &speotrk 
s wan* of symxanetry in a line is a;b opcc rev&d, iai&e mkmmtcr mhs- 
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scope when the positive image of a line is reversed on the negative image. 
Instead of a perfectly uniform shading, an obvious darkening on one 
side is seen. This is a very delicate test, and i t  has always indicated 
perfect symmetry for isolated solar lines, such as those I select for 
measurement. In fact, want of symmet,ry is only shown in the case 
of lines having faint close companions. It is true that some of tlhe 
stronger winged lines may be slightly unsymmetricafl in the distribution + 

of the shading, as noted by d7Azambuja (5) .  But measures of position 
are made on the central core of these lines, representing the less dense 
gas at  comparatively high levels. For such lines my measures have 
been made mostly on plates that have been overexposed for the ~vcnkr~r 
lines, and in these spectra the central cores stand out clearly find git'r* 
no suggestion of asymmetry in the sense required. 

The Limb Sh$ts.--Considering now the shifts a t  tthe litnb, sho\t,li 
in the above tables, the most striking facts are the uniforr~lit~y of thra 
ehift for the mean of every group, except aluminium, which is u t t -  

certain, and the agreegent with the prominence result. If )\-I: sul) t r t ~ r f  
the relativity shift from the means and include the prominence rehillt, 
we obtain the following :- 

Group. Zimb Shift. Relativity Shift. Rcsidusl Shift. 
H and K in prominences i- *OI 51 +.0083 +.0068 
H and K in chromosphere +-ox51 f.0083 +.006S 
Strong Fe lines +*OI 55 +.0083 +-007z 
Weak Fe lines +.OI 38 +*0083 +-0055 

The shifts of the weak iron lines are probably underestimated, because 
the spectra are obtained wi$h light derived from a region from 5" to  
10" within the limb. It is impossible to get a pure ~pectrum of the 
limb itself unaffected by admixture of general sunlight, esoept during 
a large eclipse of the Sun. For these lines there is s, rapiii increase 
of shift as the limb is approached, whereas the strong iines show 
a very small inorement hetween centre and limb, and probably do 
not increase appreciably in mave-length near to the limb. Eclipse 
speckrra might show complete equality among all intensity groups, 

As already mentiolled, my results fmrn a, very limited region of 
spectrum 'are in substantial agreemer~r, with St. John's based on a 
much  greater mass of material, and extending through a great range 
of vave-length (6). The point of greatest difference between us is in 
the amount of the limb aift, especially that given by t h e  stranger 
lines. St. John's measures do not include many of the lines in the  
H and K region, knd the only lines we have measured ia eommoa are 
the folio~ing :- 

The m a n  valnes for these, limb-arc (redneed fa vacuum), sm as 
folbws :- 

St. John. Evercrhsd. 
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St. John appears to have applied t,he sarxle pressure coefficierlts as I 
have t o  reduce the arc to vacuum. I can only say that my results 
depend on a large number of measures of plates obtained with different 
apparatus, and the separate determinations are consistent, as is seen 
in Table 11. At the centre of the Sun v e  have measured many tines 
in common, aad here the results are in better agreement, as Table I. 
indicates. 

There remains t o  be explained the mysterious excess of shift a t  
the  limb, amounting, according to  my measures, t o  about -007 dl., or, 
expressed in motion, a little over - 5  km./sec. This caaqot bo explained 
hy Compton scattering due to  the  long optical path from the linb, for 
exactly the same excess is shown by the prominence spectra, where the 
light does not traverse any portion of the chramosphere and the lines 
are not widened as they ere in limb spectra. If we suppose it to be 
n Doppler effect, we have to assume a recession at all points on the 
limb direeked at aIl times away from the Earth, .This objectionable 
Ettrtlh effect in combination with St. John's radial movements may 
pos~ibly explain the way in which the shift varies between centre and 
limb, both for low-level and high-level lines. 

The diagram on p. 270 shows the variation between centre and limb 
for three groups of lines representing different levels in the reversing 
layer. I have taken this from the XodaikmtaE Obselrvatory Bulletin, 
No. 49, 19x6, but I have averaged the values in the different intensity 
groups which are givan sepsrahely in the bulletin. I: have also added 
in broken lines curve of whic?h the ordinates are the versed sines 
of the central distances. 

It is remarkable that anlong the lines I measured, those of intensity 
I and 2 ,  due t o  ioniselrl iron and titanium, and represanting low levels, 
give values approximating quite olosely to the curve, which represents 
Eosines when measwed downwards from the top of t l. .liagram. The 
three lines in the re8 of average intensity 5 give man values which 
show a considerable depa~fure fzqm this relation.; and the two strong 
Be lines of intensity 8, representing the higheat region, show a rnuoh 
greater departure. Assuming th&t the residual shifts ate Doppler 
egects, we must suppose that the highest layers come under the ianence 
of Earth-repulsion, which also affects quite strongly the high-level 
chromosphere and prominences, whilst the low-level gases are ~ubjecL 
to the outward radial movement, as suggested by St. John, 

More observational materist.1 is of course needed $o determno as 
accurately as possible the law of increase of ,wave-length between 
centre and lLmb for different c l w s  af Sines. The only meawes that 
have been made since my own are by FrewliUich, who finds for certqain 
mdtiplets of iron that the inorease d wave-length be@m about 45' 
from *e centre of the di80 and dwa not follow the cosine c a v e  : he 
therefor8 cadders " th@t it is as impassible to e q &  ths effect by 
rsrdid sfrmming as by simple Compton watfering " (7). 

The avidence for an O U ~ W ~ L T ~  motion for low-level g m  and inward 
for high-level calciuin, with zero moaement st &out the level of d n m  
and slnmioiwxi, suggesfs a st- sm1qgy w i t h  the rdio, :li]i&o38 ii 
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sunspots, where the low-level gases are moving outwards parallel mith 
the Sun's &..dace, and the highievel calcium is moving inwards, the 
zone of no motion being @bout the leGel of sodium absorption. .In 

Cantla 7 '1 '3 Y -5 '6 '7 8 '9 Limb. 

Change d Wave-length between Centre asd Limb. 

neither case is there much evidence of a return movemelit of the same 
elements. If we accept the shifts in spot spectra as Doppler effects, 
due to outward and inward motha, &here would s e q  lit.Gle reason t o  
doubt that the residual s W  at centre and limb are also evidences-of 
motion. 

{ I )  O b ~ e r r * W ,  46, 303 (~g23). 
(2) ,Istmphy~icd Joamal, 8!5, I 7 1x91 d. 

Obeervabq, 6, 123 ; and J o m d  of tb O$iatJ 

M i o n  tiond'&tmpbysiqne, 8, 
Obbetw&gt, 348; md A 

J~lpr"tb~f, 67 f ~g28), 
11) f iuadhb,  B m  and -X &&@pifi fa Adrqdhpik $43 irgp). 
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